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Abstract

China’s ambitious goal for being the world’s AI leader brings within several questions regarding global power dynamics in the future. Power Transition Theory argues that shift in power constitutes major threat against global stability and peace. Unlike the historical examples of power transition, today humanity has the possession of most advanced weapons fueled by technological advancement. Along with the influence of Artificial Intelligence, how the next shift in power will take place and who will be the main actors is a big topic of discussion. The aim of this research is to explore the potential change in the power balance the Us and China with the crucial effect of Artificial Intelligence.
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Introduction

Technology has always been the milestone of events that transformed humanity. Today, the history of humanity evolving around the goal of constant progress has been experiencing another transformation fueled by advanced technology. Humans’ urge for pushing the limits of physical world is reaching another dimension with the development of artificial intelligence. So that, AI is referred as the main driver for fourth industrial revolution which will change the dynamics of society, economy and politics.

John McCarthy defines AI as “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines especially intelligent computer programs” (2007, 2) where the term intelligent refers to the ability to “achieve goals in the world” (2007,2). Through sub-mechanism such as machine learning, big data processing and evolutionary computation AI can perform tasks more effectively and efficiently than a human being. Because technological advancement is a key determinant for a nation’s global power (Modelsiki and Thompson, 1996), the potential advantage provided by AI became a major interest globally. Global agenda for AI is adopted by China with an ambitious goal of being the world’s AI leader by 2030 (Ding,2018). For this purpose, China immediately established an ecosystem for AI to be developed within its boundaries. With the effect of national narrative, China’s AI ambition is embraced by the private sector, academia and the public. As a result, AI became the key driver of China’s domestic and foreign policies. In parallel to the ongoing trend, China’s rapid economic expansion echoed in the international arena and its relationship with the US accelerated the speculations regarding possible power-transition in the future. In academic discussions, the dynamics between the US and China are defined as power transition process which will be observed in the next 30 years and beyond (Lai, 2011).
Power Transition Theory, which is found by Organski in 1958, provides a comprehensive perspective to grasp the core of global dynamics. Theory frames world order as hierarchical structural where the system works for the benefit of dominant power and its allies. (Organski, 1968). Because of its dynamic feature, the theory can be adopted regardless of time period. Since Organski started to analyze the relationship between the US and China in 1958, the dynamics between two parties and global power structure have unfolded in different dimensions. The theory frames national economy and national security as indicators that predict nation’s relative power. In the discourse of Power Transition Theory, researchers have been widely emphasized these two indicators to observe their effects on the status of a country in the international system. There is no doubt, the economy is a major power indicator as well as the national security since they are the pillars of any nation state. However, the theory which is still valid and applicable for US and China rivalry, should be aligned with the innovations of 21st century. For example, Steve Chan mentions technological capacity as an indicator for a country’s power yet, its effect has been analyzed through the concept of economic productivity. There is also very little telling yet that defines artificial intelligence as an indicator of power within PTT. While the China’s ambition for global AI leadership is becoming an agenda this gap in the literature should be addressed by employing AI technologies as an indicator for global power. By doing so, we can execute an idea about future dynamics according to reflections of China’s AI strategies both in the global level and in the US. Guided by this purpose, this paper will explore the potential change in the power balance the Us and China with the crucial effect of Artificial Intelligence.

First, I will focus on China’s AI strategy and its position as an “emerging global power” through analyzing the relationship between AI, national economy and national security. Second, I will propose the indicator of “democracy” to be analyzed within the framework of Power Transition. With democracy indicator, I will attempt to determine the impact of
surveillance AI technologies on democratic regimes. Thirdly, I will employ a recent product of AI as the fourth indicator which is AI policy maker. I will conduct my analysis based on these four indicators and explore their impact on global world order.
Chapter 1 – Literature Review

1. AI Governance in the US-China Context

In recent years, as the pace of AI development increased, the literature focusing on AI and social, ethical, economic and political effects of its implementation has expanded. Since, the potential comparative advantage of global AI leadership has fueled the rivalry among countries, majority of the discourse evolves around China due to its ambitious development plan for AI and the US due to its long-lasting dominance in the industry. In this regard, the book called “AI Superpowers” written by Kai-Fu Lee in 2018 provides a comprehensive framework which has a comparative approach to elucidate how China and the US became the two important actors in this field. Lee (2018) argues that, China’s initial “imitator of Silicon Valley” status in the technology world is no longer valid because of two important transitions which are “from the age of discovery to the age of implementation” and “from the age of expertise to age of data”. Based on the shift towards implementation, China’s weak innovative design capabilities won’t be a challenge as it used to be for the age of discovery. On the second shift which prioritizes data over expertise, Lee highlights China’s superiority based on its capability of capturing massive amount of data in this digital universe which is supported by the cooperation of private sector and the government. In the report called “Deciphering China’s AI Dream”, Jeffrey Ding (2018) agrees with Lee for the China’s advantage of massive data collection but also expresses his concerns regarding its detraction from international data pool due to data protectionism. In contrast to that, in a research paper published by German Institute for International and Security Affairs, puts an emphasis on “technopolitical spheres of influence” which is built on digital products and services provided by a specific country (Lippert and Perthes ,2020). To this extent, China’s global influence which is built on importing digital products and services will eventually contributes to China’s data pool. Additionally, Schäfer
argues that internationally expanded Chinese state media (China Global Television Networks) with the impact of 60 million ethnic Chinese living abroad conduces the Chinese influence (Schäfer, 2019) which will lead to deployment of its technologies overseas.

Beside the contribution of Chinese foreign policies to data collection capabilities, Schulze and Voelsen (2020) shed a light on the relationship between technology and social/political dimension by saying that technologies are not value neutral. Perthes (2020, 5)) sees this political dimension embedded in two extremes such as “liberal and democratic paradigms and authoritarian”. Additionally, Rudolf (2020) mentions the US narrative in his article “The Sino-American World Conflict”, which portrays the issue as a systemic conflict between “digital authoritarianism and liberal democracy” (Wright, 2018). Based on this argument, academic discussions around aftermath of China’s surveillance technology go to both sides. For instance, Western narrative evolves around more critical approach regarding AI governance which has “authoritarian undertones of pervasive control” (Roberts et al, 2019). Ding (2018) also draws concern regarding dispersal of Chinese AI technologies to “provide a model of robust authoritarianism. While the anxiety towards denouement of democracy under AI developments led by China is expressed widely in academic and political platforms, there are also other approaches which consider governments’ enthusiasm as the necessity for global shift towards authoritarianism. Jessica Chen Weiss (2019) supports this approach in her article “A World Safe for Autocracy?” by arguing that Western fear for Chinese influence is wrong in a sense that surveillance technology won’t suddenly enable governments to control society as long as they have strong democratic institutions. From European perspective which prioritizes democratic values and human rights, its distant position remains while acknowledging China as “systemic rival promoting alternative models of governance” (Lippert et al 2020, 8; EU Comission, 2019).
2. Power Transition Theory

The concerns regarding China’s increasing global power should be analyzed from a multidimensional approach in order to have genuine understanding of the power dynamics between China and the US. To do so, I will consult The Power Transition Theory, which is employed by several scholars to define the rivalry between the US and China.

The roots of the theory can be traced back to 1958 when Organski first developed the idea, however the theory still remains valid by being remodeled through generations in accordance to timely events while the core idea remained the same. (Tammen et al, 2017). The dynamic nature of the theory allows it to be applicable as the history progresses with the contribution of every generation. Basically, the theory focuses on the hierarchical world order where every country has a place with different levels of power in the international system. Steve Chan portrays PTT’s core idea as a “contest for world primacy by the most powerful states and such” (2007, 11). In the world order, the dominant power is responsible to maintain the harmony within the international system and have to satisfy its allies with stable political and economic environment. Ideally the leader nation is willing to fulfil these requirements because “it benefits disproportionally from the existing arrangement” (Chan 2007, 63). From that perspective, when a follower country who is dissatisfied with the status quo starts to challenge the dominant power, the satiability of the global system can be jeopardized (Lippert and Perthes, 2020). And if the dissatisfied nation manages to overtake the leading power, the transition starts (Chan,2007). The main point here is to question what constitutes power and what determines the position in the world order, and to apply the theory to real life from this perspective.

In order to determine a position of a nation in a global context, there are different indicators of power to be contemplated such as “economic wealth, population and high political capital” (Akdag 2018, p). Chan (2007) also underlines the importance of “accurate and reasonably
intersubjective” indicators of power in order to make realistic inferences after the theory is implemented in certain context. In that extent, the theory provides a comprehensive framework in which various interdependent factors lead to the shift in power and eventually change the global dynamics in terms of values, norms, trade relations, politics and the society. The expanding literature successfully managed to analyze China and the US relationships within the framework of PTT however, indicators of power which still lack technological dimension, undermine a comprehensive and accurate analysis. Even though Chan (2007) mentioned the importance of technology for national power in his book “China, the US and Power Transition Theory”, the analysis was mostly focused on its relationship with economy. At this point, AI technologies which hold the potential of being the most impactful among any other industrial revolutions (Marr, accessed June 4, 2020), should be integrated into the indicators not just as a component of economic growth but also as an independent variable that can transform even the definition of power. In order to address this gap in the literature and to pave the way for further discussions, I will investigate two existing indicators with the emphasis on AI which are economy and military. Then I will employ two additional indicators as democracy and policymaking in order to observe the impact of AI technologies on political sphere.
Chapter 2 - Methodology

The aim of this research is to understand the potential change in the power balance in the world politics with the crucial effect of Artificial Intelligence. This research is an exploratory research which attempts to investigate China’s role as an emerging global power based on its ambitious AI policies. Therefore, main research question of this study can be stated as “What are the possible implications of power transition from the US to China in the age of AI?

In the academic realm, the relationship between the US and China has been referred under the Power Transition Theory which is founded by Organski in 1958. However, the theory’s assessment indicators for power barely emphasize the role of technology. Although the recent interpretations of the theory imply the importance of technology to exercise global power, they mostly adopt technology as an indicator for economic growth. In specific to AI and its political, social and economic capabilities, a gap has been identified in the literature as a result of extensive literature review. In order to address this gap, the impact of AI should be considered not as an indicator for economy but also as a norm-challenging mechanism. It is especially important to consider AI as an independent mechanism to be able to see bigger picture which its future role as a policymaker. The capability of policy generation from large amount of data can transform both politics and society. At this point, to integrate AI technologies into the framework of Power Transition Theory will pave the way for ethical and legal discussions which will not detailly under the scope of this study. Additionally, this integration of theory and innovation will provide some prospects for researchers and policy makers which may lead to establishment of necessary precautions.

Data collection methodology of this study will be based on secondary data method which includes official government documents of China and the US such as development plans, laws, reports; academic resources, organizational publications and articles. For the theoretical
framework, the recent version of Power Transition Theory written by Chan Lee (2007) will be adopted as a base for theoretical framework in order to protect the validity and actuality of the data analysis.

In order to establish a conceptual framework, academic discussions evolving around AI, China and the US and Power Transition Theory will be presented in the literature review. Since the relationship between China and the US has a long history, background information will be delivered to limit the scope of the study. For this purpose, the common narrative will be adopted which was extracted from the second data analysis. Based on that, 2016 appeared as a critical year for China’s rise in the AI field. Starting from 2016, background analysis will provide a historical overview in order to understand the process of AI race between China and the US.

The data analysis will include AI’s implications for two indicators from original Power Transition Theory which are economy and, military and defense. These indicators were specifically selected in terms of their evolution within the national AI policies of China and the US. For economy indicator, current dynamics will be referred by analyzing the effects of policy implications from China and the US perspectives. In the analysis of military and defense, AI led innovations will be introduced such as war strategy algorithms and autonomous weapons in order to demonstrate their extensive role in states’ strategical position in the world order. In this manner, the research will contribute existing literature on AI induced economy and military and will integrate them into the Power Transition Theory. In addition to existing power indicators provided by the theory, the study will supplement “democracy” as the third indicator in order to analyze the influence of surveillance technologies on global power dynamics. Based on the recent events, China’s Social Credit System and COVID-19 pandemic were selected to determine two extremes of surveillance technologies under the China government. Finally, the
research will contribute to the theoretical framework by adopting forth indicator which will focus on the policy making capability of AI. This indicator will be especially introduced in the analysis in order to explore the possible outcomes of wide scale utilization of such technologies. Using AI for policy making is a novel practice which is still in the phase of development. Based on the privacy, transparency and accountability issues, policy-making function of AI will be explored in the analysis. While tackling with the concept, the research will be guided by the new applications in the field such as lethal autonomous weapons, social credit system and COVID-19 outbreak in order to provide a realistic framework for prospection.

There are 2 limitations for this study which are time constraint and wide scope of history between China and the US. The first limitation occurred due to COVID-19 pandemic which was an impossible problem to overcome. In order to overcome the second analysis, the scope of the context analysis was narrowed down to 2016 as the starting point based on the common narrative within the literature review.
Chapter 3 – Background

According to narrative embraced by many scholars, China’s ambitious goal for being a trendsetter in AI field started in 2016. In 2016, AlphaGo which is an AI system owned by Google, competed against Mr Lee Sedol who is known as the greatest Go player of the past decade. (DeepMind). Go is a Chinese game which has more than 3,000 years of history. Since the game is extremely complex and requires multi-layered strategical thinking, when AlphaGo win over Sedol by 4-1, it was an important achievement for an AI system in terms of being able to generate wining strategies. After this moment in which Lee (2018,18) refers to as “China’s Sputnik moment”, China’s strategic and comprehensive AI development started become a nationwide aspiration embedded in public and private sector. In 2016, “Robotics Industry Development Plan” came into force with the aim of “100,000 industrial robots produced by domestic technology”(BBC,2016) Again in 2016, “13th Five-Year Plan for National Science and Technology Innovation” was established which designates AI as “new generation information technologies” and ranks AI development 6th among 69 major national strategies (He,2017). Additionally, there are also policy documents such as “State Council Guidelines on Promoting the Healthy and Orderly Development of the Internet of Things” which focus on positive implementation of AI technologies (CIST,2018). By 2017, China’s ambitious AI plan manifested itself through “New Generation AI Development Plan” issued by State Council which aims to allocate over $150 billion in government funding to become a world leader in AI field by 2030 (CSC,2017) The plan consists of three short term objectives as following (Ding 2018, 10)

i. China intends for its AI industry to be “in line” with the most developed nations by 2020 with a gross output over $150.8 billion.
ii. China seeks to achieve a “world-leading” status in some AI fields by 2025 with a gross output over $754.0 billion.

iii. China aims to become the “primary” AI innovation center globally by 2030 with a gross output over $1.5 trillion.

There is no doubt, the Chinese approach for AI development which strongly emphasize the status shift from trend-follower to trend-setter is in the core of country’s AI strategy. In parallel to this, China’s “techno-utilitarian political culture” creates a stable technological ecosystem where investment and participation are rewarded (Lee 2018, 191). At this point, it’s worth to mention the coordination between central and local governments in order to understand China’s efforts for all-inclusive system. As a result of that effort, “use of local government guiding funds” increased from $7 billion to $27 billion between 2013 and 2015 (Lee 2018, 152). Aligning local policies with central government’s plan is an advantage for China to incentivize nationwide investments therefore accelerate the progress towards its core purpose. Integrating the large Chinese population into the process through local governments’ support enabled
China’s AI dream to be embraced by the public as a part of national legacy. Consequently, it paved the way for smoother adaptation of Social Credit System with a high degree of approval from the public (Kotska, 2019).

On the other hand, AI policies of the United States are in under the lead of a few agencies such as NSTC, OSTP and OMB. The NSTC Subcommittee on Machine Learning and AI was established in 2016 to create a “National AI Research and Development Plan” which consists 7 main strategies (NITRD). The objectives of the plan addressed concepts such as the ethical and legal issues, security, safety, effective human-AI collaboration and AI training through datasets (NIDTR). Additionally, a detailed strategic plan created by President Barack Obama’s White House also highlighted the objectives regarding healthy integration of AI into the economy to prevent social disruptions (White House). However the report barely got recognition by the media due to the attentions centered in Donald Trump’s Access Hollywood Tape (Lee, 2018). Therefore, the report failed to incentivize mayors and governors to support AI-friendly policies (Lee, 2018). Finally, when President Trump came into power in 2017, the focus of the country’s AI strategy has shifted to homeland security and national defense. Meanwhile, the R&D investments for AI-driven automation is still an important component for the US in order to maximize its utility for national economic growth. Even though AI objectives of China and the US look quite similar, the main difference between them is “America’s combative political system which punishes missteps or waste in funding technological upgrades” against China’s techno-utilitarian approach (Lee 2018,195).

Chapter 4 - Analysis

It has a crucial importance to determine appropriate indicators when one wants to understand an incident within global politics through applying a theory. For this research, the analysis of China and the US relationship can be made through the employment of indicators provided by Power Transition Theory. However, the theory lacks emphasis on AI and its transformative effects which are highly related to the improvement of existing indicators. This gap in the literature should be addressed by integrating AI factor into the indicators in order to expand the scope of the theory to 21st century. Based on this purpose, initially I will employ 3 indicators such as economy, military and defense and democracy which are likely to be most affected by AI deployment. Additionally, I will frame AI as a separate indicator with the emphasis on its potential functions as a policymaker. Finally, I will attempt to make inferences about the future where China has the dominance over global power based on the analysis of its AI strategy in the aforementioned fields

1. Economy

After the rapid growth of researches in the field achieved concrete progress through years, AI become a potential advantage as a strategical tool for economic development (Roy, 2020). This has led countries to adopt immediate strategies to enhance their economy and enhance their national power by integrating AI to their development plan. An important component of Chinese comprehensive AI plan is the close relationship between the government and private sector (Fisher, 2018). The reason behind that can be found in the roots of China’s economic development strategy which intends a shift from “manufacturing-led growth” to “innovation-led growth” (Lee 2018, 154). This approach was fundamental for China to become a global power by meeting the economic requirements for the leader status. Guided by this purpose, China came into prominence with the status of “fastest sustained expansion by a major
economy in the history” (World Bank, 2017). According to PricewaterhouseCoopers, China is more likely to be the top winner with boost of up to 26% GDP in 2030 as a result of the deployment of AI induced industries which transforms the definitions of productivity (Rao and Verweij, 2017). Hilpert argues that until 2030, the position of United States as the world’s largest economy can be overtaken by China “if current growth trends continue.” (2020, 26) By this success China challenged the common belief of political science which is seeing liberal democracy as the only requirement for stable economic growth (Wright, 2018). This change in the dynamics can be explained by deployment of AI which promises economic growth and excessive control at the same time (Wright, 2018).

![Figure 2](image)

1Refers to third-party payments conducted through mobile transactions. For China, mobile payments exclude bank or UnionPay credit card transactions, digital wealth management, and digital finance. For the United States, payments are in-person payments on mobile between buyers and sellers, and remote payments on mobile devices.

2Defined as a privately held startup valued at over $1 billion.

Source: PitchBook; Deloitte; eMarketer; iResearch; TechCrunch Crunchbase Unicorn Leaderboard; McKinsey Global Institute analysis
As PTT claims, dominant nation seeks to protect status quo in the global system where the coalition of supporters are stable and satisfied (Tammen et al, 2017). Therefore, it can be argued that, the US’s “destructive and anti-WTO” trade policies (Zhang, 2018) under Trump administration gives advantage to the China’s efforts towards securing its place in the international system. One of these “destructive” trade policies of the US can be listed as setting tariffs and trade barriers such as restrictions on investment as a strategy for the ongoing trade war against China (Swanson, 2018). This trade conflict also became subject to criticism in the international arena because of its damage on the global economy. (Paletta and Bimbaum, 2019) The reason of Trump’s aggressive trade policy lies behind China’s unfair competition which includes “forced technology transfer from foreign companies” (Overhaus et al 2020, 17).

Related to this, the report published by USTR address the trade conflict from a technological aspect by accusing China for theft of intellectual property. (USTR, 2018)

There is no doubt, high-value-added industries located at the intersection of technology and economy highlight the positive effect of artificial intelligence on economic power. However, the positive effects will be experienced only by companies and actors who have the means of the technology. Lee argues that, AI led world order will lead to “winner-take-all economics” (57) which will cause wide range of social disruption with rapid growth in unemployment (2018). With the effect of extensive job automation, majority of professions will replace their work to AI which works more efficiently and effectively. AI will widen the gap between rich and poor as a result of economic monopolization enjoyed by handful of companies from the US and China. (Lee, 2018). Thus, China’s AI strategies may determine the leader of the international economic order. (Chen, 2017)
In 21st century, a high economic capacity as an important driver for global dominance requires an advance technological development. It also provides a comparative advantage to countries for the establishment of future policies by expanding their data pools and improving their AI algorithms. China’s protectionist strategy which depends on the maximization of efficiency through AI and the US’s aggressive trade policy which aims to undermine China’s global influence emerge as a critical angle for researchers to draw attention to. I believe that, AI should be a significant tool for PTT in analyzing the conflict between the US and China under the influence of current economic dynamics. Because in the age of information, “the war” in which the result may lead to transition in global power takes place in technological field. Through analyzing China and the US in this framework, the pattern between global dominance and AI led economy can be deciphered. Hereby, we can predict the consequences of China’s political influence as a "soft power" (Lee 2018,52).

2. Military and Defense

Bostrom argues that advanced form of artificial intelligence must aligned to humans’ values and wellbeing in order to prevent it from being a disastrous threat to our civilization (Bostrom, 2014). Especially after the deployment of AI in the military has peaked in the past few years, Bostrom’s concerns have become a frightening dimension of our reality. It is notably because the possibility of AI replacing human responsibility in the war strategy can endanger lives and safety of humans and national security of countries who don’t possess such technologies. Since the military is an important component of power, in spite of all concerns have been made, the race among states for developing the most advance AI technology for military purposes remains as a status quo. In that extent, the US who has a long-standing leading position in the AI field promotes a national policy based on national security, defense and military and industrial development. China’s military strategy which carries the fear of “generational gap” against the US is widely influenced by the US in terms of the innovations in the military
According to estimates from CSET (Acharya and Arnold, 2019), the fiscal plan for 2020 allocates the major portion of the US’s AI budget to defense while China invests on R&D for areas such as fundamental algorithm development and smart-infrastructure (Hao, 2020). However, the efforts being made under the leadership of Xi Jinping show that military has a major space in China’s R&D activities. For instance, in 2018, China’s Ministry of National Defense established two main research organizations under the NUDT which are Unmanned Systems Research Center and Artificial Intelligence Research Center. These research centers which have over 200 research staffs carry the status of being “one of the largest and fastest growing government AI research organizations in the world” (Allen, 2019). As this misperception in the CSET brief shows, the limited data in the public documents prevents us from making accurate inferences about the proportions of countries’ budget allocations. Even so we can still execute an idea about AI’s role in defense through the strategies and global trends followed by China and the US.

It can be argued that, both countries have a similar strategy towards the application of AI which mainly aims to enhance the decision-making in the battlefield. Basic idea here is AI enables countries to generate effective war strategies by processing a large amount of data. The AI also can produce strategies by confederating information provided by various sources that would be too complex to analyze for human intelligence (Ilachinski, 2017). Moreover, AI can generate its own data through analyzing unstructured information such as polls, election results and financial data (Hoadley and Lucas, 2018) which contributes the quality of decision making in the battlefield. Another important product of AI for military is LAWS (Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems) which are designed for identifying a target and taking actions accordingly without human intervention. The LAWS functions through computer vision system and AI algorithms that can detect a hostile object and generate immediate response. There is no doubt, these AI technologies set high expectations through their ability of reducing the risk of a wrong
decision made by human-beings under the high pressure. On the other hand, the system who aims to deduct human factor from the decision making in the battlefield brings within several concerns for war ethics.

2.1. LAWS

The concerns regarding LAWS are addressed widely in the international platforms to establish a joint decision on the limitations and regulations of such technologies. To some scholars, unclear definition of “autonomous” appears as an obstacle to understand the scope of this technology that fails to distinguish between semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons (Crootof, 2015). The critical difference between semi-autonomous and autonomous weapon systems regarding the role of human judgment in target selection remains vague in the existing discourse. This gap in the literature undermined the discussions about necessary policy measures and prevented authorities to establish a set of joint regulations. For example, this issue came to UN’s agenda again in the meeting of member countries of the Convention on Conventional Weapons in 2019 (Brzozowski, 2019). Although 28 countries advocated for the ban of such weapons, the meeting failed to provide binding agreements on any regulations or absolute ban. (Brzozowski, 2019). The reason behind that can be found in the comparative advantage of LAWS in the military which is too critical to be compromised unless all countries agree against LAWS. Because security is a priority for almost all nations, leaders’ concerns of lagging behind drive a motivation for developing LAWS under their own legal provisions. The legal and ethical concerns of integrating LAWS into military are not emphasized enough in Chinese narrative contrary to American repercussions. “Artificial Intelligence Security White Paper” published by CAICT in 2018 denoted China’s positive approach to international collaboration on AI laws and regulation without any specification on arms races (Allen, 2019). However, the theory didn’t match with reality in China when military leaders express ambition on developing such technology to reach the level of global advanced powers. There also
slightly emphasis on ethical and legal concerns of autonomous weapons systems from Chinese People’s Liberation Army and The Chinese Communist Party (Horowitz, 2016). Meanwhile, in the United States, the development of LAWS is postponed by DOD based on ethical concerns (Hoadley and Lucas, 2018). DOD also explicitly determined its position in the debates by advocating effective human-machine collaboration (Kania, 2017). Additionally, an open letter (Walsh, 2015) presented at the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence in 2015 was signed by over 1,000 AI experts including Elon Musk (Tesla), Steve Wozniak (Apple) and Demis Hassabis (Google DeepMind). (Gibbs, 2015). The letter defines autonomous weapons as “the third revolution in warfare, after gunpowder and nuclear arms” and advocates for a ban with the support of AI and robotic researchers and experts. (Walsh, 2015)

2.2. Military Civil Fusion

In contrast to American private companies’ distant position towards AI for military purposes, Chinese commercial AI market strongly embraces the government’s defense policy. The main reason behind that collaboration can be found in China’s agenda for “Military-Civil Integration”. Under the Military-Civil Integration strategy, China aims to take advantage of high technological capacity provided by its AI induced commercial market (Allen, 2019). Accordingly, Military-Civil Fusion Development Commission is established by CCP in 2017 to guide the implementation of the strategy. This dual use of AI is also legally protected by the Article 7 of China’s National Law which requires all technology companies to cooperate. This collaboration is also beneficial for private companies in terms of eliminating the risk of


3 Statement of related article : Any organization and citizen shall, in accordance with the law, support, provide assistance, and cooperate in national intelligence work, and guard the secrecy of any national intelligence work that they are aware of. The state shall protect individuals and organizations that support, cooperate with, and collaborate in national intelligence work.”
competition with state-owned enterprises. The binding cooperation between Chinese government and the private sector is also a great example of China’s general AI strategy based on collective national effort in a closed ecosystem.

While the dual use of technology raises questions such as data security and privacy, the main problem appears as lack of emphasis on human values from both Chinese government and companies. Obviously, China’s desire to become a global AI leader rapidly has drawn the focus away from establishing the necessary ethical foundation. According to some experts, China's cursory moral structure can lead to flawed judgments and AI's risky practices in the military arena (Surakitbanham, 2017). Since China started to export autonomous drones to Middle East and declared that they will do more as they developed new technologies, the global effect of China’s military technology became worrisome. Especially for LAWS, there is no information about what data is used to improve algorithms of target selection. At this point, algorithms that will evolve based on China’s definition of enemy object may steer the global warfare trends by combining technology and military as the two cornerstones of power. The importance of the unethical use of such dangerous technologies for world peace is indisputable.

According to PTT, dominant nation is required to maintain the world peace and satisfy its allies with the system stability. From that perspective, aggressive use of AI based military tools wouldn’t be welcomed by the countries with highest status in the world order. China attracts the Middle East by its advance war technology however China’s allied bloc will remain incomplete without the world’s greatest economies. Although the US also exports weapons to the Middle East, there may be two reasons for the allies' distant attitude towards China. First, the US which has moderate attitude towards cooperation by emphasizing the ethical and legal concerns is more likely to convince the international actors. Second, since exportation of

---

4 Based on the Allen’s(2019) interview with executives from Chinese tech company SenseTime
autonomous weapons constitutes more risk and danger then usual war instruments, outcomes of China’s further attempts to spread those technologies may become a priority in the international arena. It should be noted that these reasons can vary in accordance to the different perspective due to broad scope of politic indicators. From my perspective, these reasons are valid due to China’s disadvantaged position in the ethical and legal realm. Along with this, we will be able to analyze the change of interests, dynamics, diplomatic relations more clearly, as the rivalry between China and the US continues to unfold.

3. Democracy

3.1. Surveillance

A recent report published by Freedom House identifies China as “the world’s worst abuser of internet freedom” for the fourth time in a row while the US has the fifth place among 65 countries surveyed (Funk and Shahbaz 2019, 5). China’s surveillance and censorships practices are echoing in the international arena as a major threat to enjoyment of human rights. With China’s comprehensive AI strategy, now it’s easier for the government to prohibit variety of content online and track the society’s obedience. China’s AI fueled information network appears as a power enhancing instrument by “surveilling and regulating the political, economic and social dominions (Liang et al 2018, p). This well-designed infrastructure for sustained and efficient growth of power is raising questions towards the rise of authoritarian regimes. Especially, when the system is combined with China’s reputation of human rights violator, the concerns for the international reflections of China’s repressive use of AI has become accelerated. The reason behind China’s repressive policies can be seen as a part of its national protectionism which also aim to protect “internet sovereignty” (Zeng et. al 20017,2) In this close ecosystem where private businesses are highly engaged with public sector to support the national strategy, tech companies contribute the government objectives by providing data of the users and surveillance technologies. Beside receiving data from major tech companies,
Chinese government closely encourages companies by funds to develop face-recognition technologies. As the Figure 3 shows below, China’s push for the advancement in facial recognition technology bares its fruits both inventions and implications. Between 20017 and 2020, facial recognition cameras in operation has reached to 626 million from 176 million (Dudley, 2020).

### 3.1.1 Social Credit System

The “social credit” plan emerged in 2014 with the aim of rating citizens for trustworthiness, creditworthiness and honesty by using big data algorithms (Ju and Clover, 2016). The system was piloted in different municipalities in China however it will be deployed nationwide in 2020. Through creating a citizen profile based on national ID, the government can track
almost every movement such as transaction, market interest, social circle, personal spending and criminal actions. While the algorithms of AI system which evaluate citizens and generate scores for their profiles remain opaque, the list of behaviors such as fraud, paying bills on time or military work can increase or decrease one’s social score (Ma, 2018). Once a citizen reaches a low score, they can be excluded from certain services such as quality educations, job opportunities, travel or using public transport and it sometimes affect the person’s whole family (Ma, 2018). The social credit system, where spreading fake news also can be tracked and punished, poses a great threat especially for free speech. (Ma, 2018). Because AI’s detection of fake news may vary according to which data it is trained. It’s almost impossible for citizens to make sure that AI is trained with objective data. Basically, very simple share of news can be detected as fake news an there is no other authority that monitor this process. Since low citizen rate comes with variety of challenges in daily life, job market or education system, sharing online content is too risky. Actually, social credit system leads citizens to develop auto censor skills by applying passive punishment mechanism. As a result, citizens gradually avoid sharing risky contents even if they are not fake news. This type of AI implications allows governments to control citizens with minimum effort and time.

Chinese government justifies the social credit system by arguing that it is for building public trust while some experts classify it as a design for mass surveillance (Clover and Ju, 2016). It’s known for a fact that data collection from individuals is not a novel practice however it was never used for rating citizens before under a government’s oversight. This novel technique of data collection contributes to the “power differential between state powers and private citizen” (Liang et al 2018,418; Tufekci,2014). The problematic part here is that China’s social credit system is not based on the citizens’ consent and there are not any mechanisms to monitor the ethical use of data. Based on these issues, China’s authoritarian way of implementing AI strategy constitutes a thread for democratic values.
3.1.2 The Case of COVID-19

The ironic incident regarding surveillance technologies including facial recognition happened just recently with the COVID-19 pandemic. The virus first emerged in late 2019 in Wuhan, China then turned into a global health crisis that was not expected. With 1.4 billion population, China managed to control the wide spread of the virus with the help of tracking technologies along with set of emergency measures. Additionally, immediate adoption of body temperature detection feature into facial recognition cameras enabled Chinese government to restrict the travel of infected people therefore to control the spread of the virus (Dudley, 2020). On the other hand, the US who had the first case in March is struggling now to take the spread under control with over one million cases (Koty, 2020). Although the spread is wide, the US started to lift the protective measures to protect its economy from expected global economic crisis. For no doubt, this difference in responds to COVID-19 will alter the relationship between China and the US not just in economy but also in political and in technology use.

From the PTT perspective, the rules of international system are established dependently on the interest of dominant power (Chan, 2007) which means that China’s authoritarian strategy can reshape the global rules if it achieves the status of global dominance. As Zing, Stevens and Chen argue, China’s domestic actions have a significant place in the analysis of the “transformation of global and international order” (2017, 3) due to its ambition for shifting from a “norm taker” into a “norm shaper” (Pu, 2012; Zeng and Breslin 2016). As COVID-19 pandemic showed, China’s surveillance technology decelerated the virus’s pace of spread and saved people’s lives. When the negative effect of pandemic on global economy is considered,
states’ healthcare infrastructure tends to be reformed in order to minimize the further risks of such incident. It is still unclear how future will unfold in terms of post-pandemic policies and implementations. Harari argues that COVID-19 can change the global dynamics in terms of extensive deployment of surveillance technologies by states (2020). For democratic regimes it can be a temporary measure however Harari draws a concern by arguing that some governments eventually will use it for non-emergency purposes (2020). Basically, once surveillance technologies are implemented by a state regardless to objective, it’s almost impossible to prevent data flow therefore, close control. From this perspective the pandemic emerged as an ethical dilemma for both states and the citizens. When economic burden of pandemic is considered, the tendency toward surveillance technology may increase. Especially if China can convert this crisis into an opportunity for its economy and diplomatic relations, surveillance technologies can spread internationally as a result of lesson-drawing from China’s position in COVID-19 pandemic. Even though surveillance technologies are associated with China and criticized in the context of its own territory, the problem may not be specific to China in the future.

4. AI as a Policy Maker

As a result of great efforts to develop AI technologies, the areas suitable for AI to operate have expanded. Beside its contribution to economy, military and public sector, speculations regarding AI’s possible role as a policy maker invoked enthusiasm within the field. In that extent, China is developing several prototypes of novel AI policy makers to be applied effectively in diplomacy (Griffin, 2018). For example, the policies of Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs are already complemented by new generation AI, designed by Chinese Academy of Sciences (Griffin, 2018). In 2017 Shanghai also piloted an AI system that is
designed for evaluating the credibility of evidences in criminal cases. Outside of China, even though there are no specific statements made to the public, the US is also giving signals that their strategical plan is employing novel AI technologies to advocate policy positions (Griffin, 2018). This technology is trained to understand the strategy of international politics by processing large amount of data which stores wide range of information such as “cocktail party gossip to images collected by spy satellites.” (Griffin, 2018). Dr. Feng Shuai, senior fellow with the Shanghai Institutes for International Studies, highlights the importance of using AI in policy making by arguing that it can overcome the problems caused by human beings’ interference of hormones, emotions and biases. (Chen, 2018). Although, those AI technologies are obligated to human interventions at this early stage of development, its future draws both dystopic and utopic pictures towards humanity. Especially when we ask the question of “who will have the most advanced AI policy-making system, the answer can be shaped through different possibilities.

Given that a nation who has the strategic AI technology will hold an absolute advantage (Chen, 2018) he advanced AI policy maker will entail an extensive transformative power on global politics. Since technology is not value-neutral, AI policy makers will also carry the values and norms of the context it’s produced. For example, an AI can be designed to evaluate criminal cases based on the information of related country’s criminal law and the data based on a large number of previous cases and their results. After experts trained the AI with machine learning, it will be able to generate verdicts for lawsuits. However, the verdicts still won’t be objective or unbiased because the data used for its training and its algorithm will be too complex to be understood by public. Even if the governments guarantee the quality of data and safety of algorithms, it’s impossible to determine AI’s credibility and accountability. Through

non-transparent process of AI generation regardless the use of area, the leader nations may be able to govern the system according to their core strategies. Thus, AI appears as an important indicator due to its policy-making function for Power Transition Theory.

Until a few years ago, experts and authorities were the ones who are making the strategic policies to secure or change their status in the hierarchical world order. Now, AI which includes specific machine learning systems are assisting human mind to enhance the quality of policy making process therefore influence the politics globally. If China’s extensive AI strategy which naturally possess country’s authoritarian and repressive ideology spread internationally, it’s predictable that China can satisfy the expectation of most countries with the effect of its strong economy. Hence, aforementioned change in the balance of power can reshape the global governance due to absolute advantage created by AI technologies. Based on the concerns regarding China’s authoritarian tendency, democratic values may be harmed in a possible power transition case. On the other hand, well-structured AI systems whose algorithms are based on neutral, objective, quality and transparent data may bring positive policy outcomes that enrich accountability of democratic regimes. At this point, I argue that Power Transition Theory should acknowledge the transformative power of AI technologies and integrate them into its evaluations and projections. As a result, the theory may become able to predict possible consequences of AI practices led by different nations such as China and the USA. PTT which is updated according to the dynamics of 21st century may also provide valuable contributions to the AI’s ethical and legal discussions.
Conclusion

China’s rise as a global power has been widely narrated in political, economic and technological arenas. Fueled by the comprehensive set of policies, China aims to become the global AI leader by 2030. The international reflections of this ambitious goal have been wide, especially for the United States. For years, The US which has the long-standing global power have been challenging China’s economy and politics which is widely discussed under the Power Transition Theory. According to the theoretical framework, the dominant power tends to determine the rules of the system as she gains the most benefit out of it. In that extent, it would not be realistic to argue that China’s position is stable in today’s global system. Although China has been experiencing rapid economic growth, its authoritarian regime prevents it to enjoy its national efforts in the international area. From the perspective of western democracies which highly depends on values such as human rights and freedom, China doesn’t promise an ideal global governance. However, the rise of AI technologies which has reached to level of being applicable in almost every field may become the tool for global influence.

The Power Transition provides a comprehensive and dynamic framework to understand under what conditions global powers shift. Within this framework, economy is expressly prioritized due to dominance of liberal democratic regimes. In contrast to that, China’s protectionist approach which doesn’t allow free movement of international companies under its sovereignty constitutes a negative reputation among international actors. Meanwhile, China who sees Western liberal system as a contribution to the US’s hegemony (Weiss, 2019) is not
satisfied with the current system because liberal values doesn’t align with its national legacy. At this point, the emergence of AI technologies and its sub mechanism such as big data, robotics and machine learning becomes a soft power tool (Lee, 2018) for China to create a global impact.

I believe the term of soft power is crucial concept to understand China’s global strategy due to two reasons. Firstly, China’s repressive regime supported by surveillance AI technologies are specific practices for close ecosystem. China’s national sovereignty narrative which is effective in its economy and use of technology remains valid in political realm too. By adopting persuasive attitude rather than aggressive, China seems like a threat only within its boundaries. In contrast the US under Trump administration, China’s collaborative approach towards international organizations may enable China to attract international actors. Nevertheless, it doesn’t necessarily mean that China has harmonious foreign relations. At this point, my second argument which is China’s global AI leadership functions as a complementary strategy to leave its “ideological and cultural footprint around globe” (Lee 2018, 52). Beside AI’s economic benefits, its influence as a soft power tool may be one of the main reasons for China’s extensive AI strategy.

As mentioned in the literature review, technology is not value neutral. It carries certain values and judgements and creates a joint context by offering people various methods of expression. Especially data-based technologies such as AI can infuse political, social and culture by algorithm driven high exposure to certain contents. This type of influence is not new to our generation who witnessed private data exchange between government and private companies for political manipulation. However, China’s national dynamics which highly rely on the cooperation between government and the private companies enables data flow to be
directed into the authorities. The problem here is China’s contribution to normalization of mass data collection by the state. Because massive data pool held by government can easily transform into a surveillance tool which would attract countries with poor democratic system. Even under these conditions, Western countries’ response to China’s soft power remains unclear.

The US’ debilitating relations with EU under Trump administration may be interpreted as an advantage for. China to enhance its diplomatic relations. However, under this circumstances EU’ demands for democratic values cannot be satisfied by China. At this point, the possible change in position of Western democracies should be analyzed from a broader perspective. In that respect, post-pandemic period can be logical starting point to evaluate the conditions in which EU is willing to compromise from democratic values. Along with EU‘s response to China’s quick resolution of COVID-19 with the help of surveillance technologies, political and social shifts in global realm may unfold unexpectedly.

Cutting edge technologies like AI possess a great power which can lead to both the most beneficial and most dangerous events for the humanity. For years, experts, policy makers and researchers have been putting an extensive effort to prevent AI from turning into a weapon by misuse. In the 21st century, threat for humanity doesn’t lead to physical war but intellectual war which will be evolving around AI technology. The great power of AI will serve different values according to the country that will lead it. In his study I attempted to explore the potential shift in the power balance between the Us and China with the crucial effect of Artificial Intelligence. In AI field where the possibilities are endless, this research can only scratch the surface. I hope, the literature will expand with valuable contributions of academia.
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